Overland Travel Rules for BECMI & OSR
When characters begin the campaign, the location they begin play in is considered a Base of
Operation. As play progresses, characters will venture forth into the unknown. Other cities,
towns, villages, castles, keeps, or domiciles where friends reside may be deemed another
Base of Operation once sufficient roleplaying in the area has occurred. Bases of Operation
are typically considered safe havens for the characters.
Between safe havens, the characters must travel and plot their courses through various
types of terrain with various levels of threat from wildland creatures. These rules provide a
system for overland travel between Bases of Operation and adventure locations.
In the following example, the characters’ Base of Operation is the city of Thyatis (lower
right of map). The group is tasked to travel first to the town of Hillfork and from there they
must go to the southern tip of the Altan Tepes to rendezvous with a chieftain for a meeting
on behalf of a Senator (Location 7 on map). One hex equals 8 miles.

In order to make this journey, the players must map out their route. As you can see, there
are multiple routes that may be taken. These routes are planned out using the RC. The
following table lists the typical modes of travel characters might utilize.

Notice that even though the road route that leads to the north of Julinius and the river
route are quicker, their use takes the party further afield and they wind up taking just as
long, at least where planning is concerned. Encounters may vary depending on the terrain.
Also, let’s suppose the Senator sent the characters with a letter of introduction or some
other such official papers for use when they arrive in Hillfork. This would be a good
opportunity to declare Hillfork a Base of Operations.

The Nuts and Bolts of Overland Travel
Duty Performance Roll
When a party of adventurers travels, each character must take on one of the following
roles:

It is assumed that everyone is performing menial tasks such as night watch, cooking, wood
gathering, water gathering, feeding the pack animals, etc.

Each character begins the adventuring day of travel rolling one of the Pertinent Skill Rolls
that match their duty. This takes place before the day’s events, but the roll symbolizes the
overall day’s success or failure performing your duty. It doesn’t matter which skill is
chosen. Characters may also switch duties each day, but not switch during the same day.
The Duty Performance Roll is only rolled once for the day whereas the next two rolls are
performed as each new hex is entered and may be performed several times that day. The
modifiers from the first roll affects every Feature and Creature roll for the day.
•

Duty Performance Roll – Rolled at beginning of day; results affect the next two rolls

•

Feature Roll – Rolled when each Hex is entered; modified by the Duty Performance
Roll (1d8 with a 1 resulting in the discovery of a Feature).

•

Creature Roll – Rolled when each Hex is entered; modified by the Duty Performance
Roll (1d12 with an encounter determined from the below table).

Creature and Feature Rolls
The tables for this system are found in a document by Jed McClure. After each person
completes their Duty Performance Rolls, the Trail Boss will calculate the overall modifiers
and then they will make one roll on 1d8 for Features and one roll on 1d12 for Creatures
adjusting with the modifiers from the previous step.

Going back to our example on the map, if you look at the Road terrain, an encounter only
occurs on a 1, whereas Rivers and Hills yield an encounter on a 1 or 2. It might seem safer
to travel by Road, but that path would require 5 rolls as each new Hex is entered, whereas
the journey through the Hills requires less encounter rolls, but with a higher chance of
encounter. This makes the Players have to strategize more with their routes.
If a Feature is encountered, the following table is used:

There are 62 pages of tables in Jed McClure’s document, so the possibilities are rather
boundless once you embark from this table to the other tables.

Getting Lost
This system does away with the roll for getting lost. Getting lost in this system is more
subtle and results in the Cartographer making errors in their micro-mapping and
navigating. If the characters are given a map or have one available via the game, then they
aren’t getting lost at the 8-Mile Hex scale. The player must still make their duty roll, but
getting lost is at a smaller scale during the day’s adventuring. The DM may decide that it
simply eats up time and slows the overall progress of the group.

